
Music 238 Take-Home Quiz 4 
 

 
Provide a short (a couple of lines, or at most a single verse or chorus) quotation from 
a song lyric that you feel brings a feeling of hope, comfort and/or philosophical 
perspective for the unfortunate current events we are experiencing. It is my hope to 
share your answers and spread around the good cheer. And let’s avoid the simpler 
ones like “don’t worry, be happy…”. 
 
Using some of your own lyrics is welcomed. 
 
Specifically, provide: 
 

• the quotation 
 

• the song title 
 

• the author 
 

• the band/group/music composer  
 

• a youtube (ideally) link to the music 
 

• your interpretation of what the lyrics mean in light of the quiz’s question (just 
a couple/few sentences is enough) 

 
 
Please format your answer like this, right in the text of your email (no Word docs 
or .pdfs), so I can compile answers for sharing. Here is an example (“my” version): 
 
 
And it's just a box of rain 
Or a ribbon for your hair 
Such a long, long time to be gone 
And a short time to be there 
 
“Box of Rain” By Robert Hunter and Philip Lesh 
Performed by The Grateful Dead 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r8aycpHmY0 
 
 
The “box of rain” is a metaphor for our planet – the natural, untamed world. 
Referring to it as something like a simple “box” suggests a distancing from its 
complexities, as if safely looking upon it from far away. The “ribbon…hair” is the 
opposite: conjuring an image of something human, ornamental, intimate and specific. 
Juxtaposing these two perspectives reflects a duality in the human condition – to 
experience simultaneously what is both vast and awe inspiring, but also small and 
trivial. The last two lines echo that duality: compared to the infiniteness of time, we 
are alive for but drop of it – our existence is insignificant on one level, but moreover 
full of meaning while we’re here. 
 
 


